Tokyo, Japan–September 20, 2018

Yokogawa Test & Measurement Releases the WT5000 Precision Power Analyzer
–A high-precision power analyzer with seven input elements and ±0.03% measurement accuracy for the
development of highly efficient electric vehicles and renewable energy systems–

Yokogawa Test & Measurement Corporation announces that it has developed the WT5000 precision power
analyzer and will release it on October 11. This new product accommodates up to seven input elements and
has a world-class measurement accuracy of ±0.03%.

The WT5000 succeeds the WT3000E, a Yokogawa flagship product that has sold strongly since its release
in 2015 thanks to its superior measurement accuracy. With the WT5000, Yokogawa aims to expand its
business in the power measurement field and build a sustainable society by helping its customers improve
the efficiency of their electric vehicles (EVs) and renewable energy products.

Development Background
There are many global issues that need to be addressed to achieve a sustainable society, and almost all nations
recognize the need to do this. Initiatives on this front include the adoption of the Paris Agreement at the 2015
United Nations Climate Change Conference (COP21) and the UN General Assembly’s announcement of
sustainable development goals (SDGs) to be achieved by the year 2030. Accordingly, industry is speeding
up the development of EVs, plug-in hybrid (electric) vehicles (PHVs/PHEVs), fuel-cell vehicles, solar and
wind power generators, and energy-saving home appliances. To make these products more energy efficient
and help them operate more efficiently, it is essential to be able to precisely measure the slightest
improvements in efficiency. Global demand is thus rising for highly precise power analyzers that can
precisely measure power consumption and assess energy efficiency.

In response to such needs, Yokogawa has improved the performance and functions of its flagship power
analyzer by adding new functions, and is releasing this new product as the WT5000.
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Features
1. Improved measurement accuracy
With reference to the WT3000E, the measurement accuracy of the WT5000 has been improved from ±0.04%
to ±0.03% at AC 50/60 Hz, DC power measurement accuracy has been improved from ±0.15% to ±0.07%,
and the low power factor error has been decreased from ±0.03% to ±0.02%. With these improvements, power
consumption, power loss, and conversion efficiency can be assessed more precisely, satisfying our customers’
need for a solution that can help them develop products that consume less power and are more energy efficient.

2. Accommodates up to seven modular input elements
To meet the need for a power analyzer that is capable of efficiently performing the ever increasing number
of measurements required for the development of power conditioners and other devices used in EVs,
PHVs/PHEVs, fuel-cell vehicles, and solar and wind power generators, Yokogawa has increased to seven
the number of input elements that can be mounted on the WT5000. The WT3000E accommodates four
elements. The WT5000 input elements are in modular design and can be easily swapped in and out by the
customer. With this feature, it is no longer necessary to send the unit back to the factory for modifications to
change the number of inputs, at considerable savings in time and cost. Despite all these enhancements, the
WT5000 still has nearly the same dimensions as the WT3000E, and is thus appropriate for use in locations
where space is at a premium.

3. Simultaneous measurement for up to four motors
An optional function supports the simultaneous measurement of speed and torque for up to four motors. This
is ideal for applications involving EV in-wheel motors and four-wheel drive vehicles.

Regarding the release of the WT5000, Masaharu Yamazaki (senior vice president of Yokogawa Electric
Corporation, head of the Aerospace Products Business Headquarters, and president of Yokogawa Test &
Measurement Corporation) comments as follows:
“In August 2017, Yokogawa drew up sustainability targets for the year 2050 and has been carrying out
activities across the entire Group with the aim of achieving a sustainable society. By quickly and precisely
meeting market needs, Yokogawa Test & Measurement continues to provide highly precise power analyzers
that are essential for achieving a low carbon society.”
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Major Target Markets
- Automakers of EVs, PHVs/PHEVs, and fuel-cell vehicles, and manufacturers of in-vehicle batteries and
chargers
- Manufacturers of renewable energy products for solar and wind power generation
- Manufacturers of air conditioners and other home appliances; OA equipment; and motors, compressors,
and other industrial equipment

Applications
Measurement of power consumption and evaluation of electric power use efficiency during product design
or final examination

Yokogawa in the power analyzer business
As a pioneer in this field, Yokogawa started the development and sales of electronic power analyzers in 1970.
The company now holds a leading position in the high precision power analyzer market (as of September
2018, based on a Yokogawa survey). Through the provision of power consumption and energy efficiency
measurement solutions, Yokogawa helps its customers develop energy efficient products and reduce power
consumption at their production sites.

About Yokogawa
Founded in 1915, Yokogawa engages in broad-ranging activities in the areas of measurement, control, and
information. The industrial automation business provides vital products, services, and solutions to a diverse
range of process industries including oil, chemicals, natural gas, power, iron and steel, and pulp and paper.
With the life innovation business the company aims to radically improve productivity across the
pharmaceutical and food industry value chains. The test & measurement, aviation, and other businesses
continue to provide essential instruments and equipment with industry-leading precision and reliability.
Yokogawa co-innovates with its customers through a global network of 113 companies spanning 61 countries,
generating US$3.8 billion in sales in FY2017. For more information, please visit www.yokogawa.com

For more information
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http://tmi.yokogawa.com

The names of corporations, organizations, and products herein are either trademarks or registered trademarks
of their respective holders.
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